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Abstract 
Hemachandra, L.A., and G. Wechsung, Kolmogorov characterizations of complexity classes 
(Note), Theoretical Computer Science 83 (1991) 313-322. 
This paper completely characterizes the 0 * p levels of the polynomial hierarchy in terms of 
Kolmogorov complexity. From the characterization, it follows that the O[ and A[ levels of the 
polynomial hierarchy are equal if and only if every Akp language is accepted by some Ap machine 
whose pronouncements (query answers) are Kolmogorov simple. Analogous results are obtained 
for the exponential hierarchy. 
1. Preliminaries 
Kolmogorov complexity quantifies the randomness of a string. The Kolmogorov 
complexity of a string is the size of the shortest program printing the string; 
K(x)=min{lylIM,(y)=x}, h w ere M, is a universal Turing machine. We might 
describe a string for which K(x) = log loglxl as highly nonrandom (highly compress- 
ible), and we might describe a string for which K(x) = (xl as quite random. 
* Some of these results were announced at the IFIP 1 lth World Computer Conference, San Francisco, 
CA, 1989. 
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Kolmogorov complexity was defined in the 1960s independently “by Solomonoff 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Kolmogorov in Moscow, and Chaitin in New York” 
([ 161, which discusses the discoveries and surveys the applications that Kolmogorov 
complexity has found in computer science). In classical Kolmogorov complexity, 
no time bound is placed on how long the universal machine may run. Thus the 
Kolmogorov complexity of a string is badly noncomputable. Trakhtenbrot recounts 
that as early as 1972 Levin expressed interest in “the task of the computation of 
Kolmogorov complexity under bounded time” [24]; in 1979 Adleman proposed a 
theory of this form, without mentioning Kolmogorov complexity [ 11. Along similar 
lines, in the 1980s Hartmanis [8] and Sipser [22] introduced and applied a theory 
of time-bounded (and thus computable) Kolmogorov complexity. This theory is 
known as generalized Kolmogorov complexity; in this paper, we refer to it simply as 
Kolmogorov complexity, as we will never use the non-time-bounded classical 
Kolmogorov complexity. Following Hartmanis [ 81, we define time-bounded 
Kolmogorov sets. 
Definition 1.1. K[s(n), t(n)] = {x I(3y)[l yl s ~(1x1) A M”(y) prints x within t(lxl) 
steps]}. 
Similarly, we define time-bounded Kolmogorov sets relative to some string. 
Definition 1.2. K[s(n), t(n)~z]={xl(3y)[lyl~s(~xl)~M,(y#z) prints x within 
t(l-4 stepsI). 
Each K[s( n), t(n)] is not a complexity class, but rather a set of strings of some 
degree of nonrandomness. Intuitively, these are the strings x that can be compressed 
to length s( 1x1) yet still are recoverable in time t( 1x1) by a universal Turing machine. 
Of particular interest to us will be the “K-log-poly” family of sets: K[c log n, nc] 
and K [c log n, n’ I z]. (To avoid trivial problems when n G 1, we consider these 
shorthand for, e.g., K[c+clogn,c+n”Iz].) Strings in K[clogn,n’] 
(K[ c log n, nc I z]) can be recovered (can be recovered relative to z) in time poly- 
nomial in their lengths, from exponentially shorter strings. 
This paper presents direct connections between Kolmogorov complexity and the 
structure of feasible computations. Indeed, we’ll see that Kolmogorov complexity 
characterizes the Okp levels of the polynomial hierarchy. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that all our machines are of standard form 
and use their full time bound on each input. 
Definition 1.3. (1) Let {e} (respectively {Nj}) b e a standard enumeration of poly- 
nomial-time deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machines such that machine 
q on input x runs for exactly Ixl’+j steps, and each computation path of Nj(x) is 
exactly Ixlj+j steps long. Without loss of generality, each state of machine Nj has 
exactly two possible successor states. 
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(2) The certijicates of machine Nj on input x, Certzjicates,,(x), are just the 
accepting paths (if any) of N,(x). Each will be of size Ix]‘+j. 
(3) A: !Sf PNp [6]. A A! machine is a P machine (of the standard form described 
in part (1) of this definition) with an NP oracle. At each step the answer tape from 
the oracle will contain the string 0, unless the oracle has just given the reply 1 
(=“yes”) to a query, in which case the tape will contain a 1. 
(4) Let (Ii be a deterministic oracle machine. The pronouncement of 0: on input 
x, PronouncementQ:(x), is the vector whosejth component is the value on the answer 
tape at step j of the run of Q?(X). 
(5) oefP NP”og’ = {L 1 for some k, j, and c, L = L( I’,“!) and for every input x, during 
the run of P?)(x) the oracle is queried at most c loglx] times} [19,26].’ 
That is, 0,” is PNP with the base machine restricted to O(log n) oracle queries. 
The pronouncement of a A! machine on input x is essentially the list of answers 
that the oracle gives the base machine (plus some placeholder zeros for steps during 
which no queries were made). 
Op has emerged as a class of great interest in recent years. It has natural complete 
sets [15, 14,261, is well-known to be equal to the class of sets that truth-table reduce 
to some NP set [26,4, 121, and has numerous other characterizations (see Wagner’s 
excellent survey [26]). A well-known extension of the Karp-Lipton “small circuits” 
theorem says that if there is a sparse oracle S E NP such that NP c Ps, then the 
polynomial hierarchy is contained in Al (Mahaney [ 181, also see [17] for a further 
extension). Research of Kadin [14] shows that the conclusion can be strengthened 
to “the polynomial hierarchy is contained in 0,” ,” and that this is essentially optimal 
in some oracle worlds. It is thus possible that 0,” describes the complexity of the 
polynomial hierarchy. 
The reason we have chosen our standard machines to always run exactly for their 
time bound is to avoid problems with the fact that the time bounds of the definitions 
of generalized Kolmogorov complexity [8,22] are stated with respect to output size, 
and thus very short certificates and pronouncements might seem artificially complex. 
2. Results 
Adleman [l] shows, with different terminology, that: 
Theorem 2.1 (Adleman [l]). P= NP if and only if NP has Kolmogorov simple 
certi$cates relative to the input. 
More precisely, he shows that P= NP if and only if 
(VNi)(3c)(Vx~ L(N,))[Certz$cates,,(x)n K[c log n, n’lx]#0]. 
’ Throughout this paper, we use MN as a shorthand for MLcN’, where M and N are machines. 
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Thus NP differs from P exactly when NP machines can “manufacture randomness”: 
when they accept infinitely many input strings only via certificates Kolmogorov-far 
from the input string. Adleman’s result has been used and expanded by Allender 
(personal communication) and by Watanabe. 
The proof of the result is direct. If P= NP certificates are trivialized: by using 
the self-reducibility of SAT [20] we can easily find, e.g., the lexicographically smallest 
certificate. Going the other way, there are only polynomially many simple strings 
relative to an input and they can be easily obtained by brute force. We need only 
check if one of them is a valid certificate. Though the proof is simple, the impact 
of Adleman’s result is great. He shows that the structure of computational classes 
is tied to the theory of Kolmogorov complexity. 
It is easy to see that Theorem 2.1 relativizes. Thus, we have: 
Theorem 2.2 (Relativized Adleman’s Theorem). PA = NPA if and only if every NPA 
language is accepted by an NPA machine with Kolmogorov simple certijicates. 
Corollary 2.3. For k 2 1, Z,” = Ai if and only if for all NP oracle machines Ni and 
LEE!-1 
(3c)(Vx~ L(N~))[CertiJicatesN$x)n K’eml[c log n, n’lx] #@I. 
The main result of this paper extends this approach, and studies the connection 
between randomness and the 0,” = A$’ question. The following results completely 
characterize the class O,“, and the possible collapse of A,” to 02p, in terms of 
Kolmogorov complexity. For the harder direction, we present two proofs. The first 
is based on a tree-pruning scheme, the second is a somewhat elaborate use of census 
function techniques developed to collapse complexity hierarchies (surveyed in 
[ll, 211). 
Definition 2.4. We say that a A$’ machine P~J has Kolmogorov simple pronounce- 
ments if 
(3c)(Vx)[Pronouncementp~,(x) E K[c log n, n’lx]]. 
Theorem 2.5. A language L is in 0; if and only if L is accepted by some A,” machine 
with Kolmogorov simple pronouncements. 
Corollary 2.6. 0: = A: if and only if each A2 * language is accepted by some Al 
machine with Kolmogorov simple pronouncements. 
Intuitively, this says that 0,” differs from Al exactly if some A! languages have 
only machines that have pronouncements Kolmogorov-far from infinitely many 
input strings. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (a): If O$’ = Al, then each A! language L trivially has 
Kolmogorov simple pronouncements. The PNPt’ogl machine accepting L on input x 
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has only 1x1 O(r) plausible candidate pronouncements (corresponding to all possible 
answers to the O(log n) oracle queries) that each thus can be given a short name, 
e.g., by removing the placeholder zeros; the resulting string is logarithmic in length, 
and the full pronouncement can be reconstructed by running the oracle machine 
using this string for answering actual oracle calls, and filling in the placeholders 
during the computations. 
(G=): Broadly summarized, we put the plausible candidate pronouncements in a 
tree and repeatedly prune the tree, using an NP oracle very sparingly. More precisely, 
let LEA!. We wish to show that LE PSAT[‘og’. Let P~J be the Al machine that 
accepts L and has simple pronouncements. 
Suppose we wish to know if XE L. For the c mentioned in Definition 2.4, we can 
(by the assumption of simple pronouncements) run the universal machine (Definition 
1.2) on all strings of length G c log(lx/‘+ i) to find at most 2(1x1’+ i)’ candidate 
pronouncements. 
We must be careful here. To simply check each of the candidate pronouncements 
individually would be too expensive. There are a polynomial number of candidates 
and we wish to use only logarithmic access to our oracle. 
To achieve just logarithmic access, we exhibit the virtues of divide and conquer 
on the tree of candidate pronouncements. Form the candidate pronouncements into 
an ordered binary tree. The tree has at most 2(1x1’+ i)’ leaves. 
Now, choose a node, the splitting point, of the tree that has in the subtree 
underneath it at least one quarter and at most one half of the leaves of the tree. It 
is easy to do this.2 We wish to know if the path from the root to the splitting point 
(call it the splitting path), represents the actual action of P,“,(x). We can do this 
with two calls to our SAT oracle. 
With the first call we insure that the queries represented by ones (thus, the queries 
that claim that they received yes answers from N,) in the splitting path really get 
yes answers. How? Simulate the run of P;‘(x) pretending that the splitting path is 
correct; we find the names of the queries made along the splitting path. We (1) 
reduce all the queries corresponding to ones on the splitting path to queries to the 
NP-complete set SAT, (2) take the logical AND of these formulas (assigning distinct 
variable names), and (3) ask SAT about this resulting large formula. Clearly, the 
paths ones are correct if and only if SAT accepts the large formula. 
With the second call to our SAT oracle, we do the same for the zeros that represent 
“no” replies from N,. Recall that some zeros merely represent steps when no query 
was made, but we can simulate the run of Pi(x), using the splitting path for oracle 
answers, and easily detect which zeros are of this type, assuming the splitting path 
is correct. Now, (1) reduce all the queries corresponding to zeros on the splitting 
path to queries to SAT, (2) take the logical OR of these formulas (assigning distinct 
variable names), and (3) ask SAT about this resulting large formula. Clearly, the 
’ For example, call the weight of a node the number of leaves in the subtree it is the root of. Start at 
the root and, until you arrive at a node with between one quarter and one half of the leaves beneath it, 
repeatedly move to your heavier child. 
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path’s zeros are correct if and only if SAT rejects the large formulae - i.e., Nj really 
rejects all the queries the path thinks it rejects. 
If we find that both the zeros and the ones on the splitting path are correct, then 
the path corresponds to a correct prefix of the pronouncement. Throw out all of 
the tree except the paths from the root of the tree to the leaves that are successors 
of the splitting point. We throw out over one quarter of the tree’s leaves with just 
two uses of SAT. 
On the other hand, if we find that either the zeros or the ones were lies (so the 
actual pronouncement of P?)(x) does not have the splitting path as a prefix), then 
throw out the subtree rooted at the splitting node. Again, we throw out over one 
quarter of the tree’s leaves with just two uses of SAT. 
This approach, divide and conquer combined with economically combining 
queries, throws out 25% of the tree’s leaves with just two queries to SAT. By iterating 
the process, after a logarithmic number of rounds we have used only O(loglxl) 
queries to SAT, and have pruned the tree to either (1) a single correct pronouncement 
or (2) no paths at all. In the first case we accept x and the second case we reject x. q 
Alternate proof of + direction of Theorem 2.5. We give an alternate proof that uses 
census functions. Let L be a language accepted by a Al machine, P,?, that has 
Kolmogorov simple pronouncements. Start by using the assumption of Kolmogorov 
simple pronouncements and our fixed universal Turing machine to obtain, in 
polynomial time, a polynomial-sized set of candidate pronouncements. We’ll call a 
candidate pronouncement, d, nicefor x if, when Pi”(x) is simulated using d as the 
oracle answers, all the queries that would be asked at steps where d says “a query 
in L( Nj) is asked” are indeed in L( Nj). Similarly, we’ll call a candidate pronounce- 
ment, d, naughtyfor x if, when Pi”(x) is simulated using d as the oracle answers, 
there is some query that would be asked at some step where d says “the query is 
not in L( Nj)” such that the query in fact is in L( N,). Briefly summarized, we make 
a list (of pronouncements), we check it twice (using rounds of binary search), and 
we’re going to find out which (pronouncements) are naughty or nice. This suffices, 
as the pronouncement that is both nice and not naughty is in fact the correct 
pronouncement. 
In particular, consider the NP languages: 
L, ={x#d,#d,# . . . #d,# count 1 at least count of the dk’s, 
1~ kc z, are nice for x} 
L, = {x#d,#d2# . . #d,#count 1 at least count of the d,‘s, 
1 s ks z, are naughty for x}. 
Using, respectively, O(log n) queries to L, and L2 (or equivalently to SAT, since 
each reduces to SAT), we find CNice and CNaughty , which are respectively the number 
of nice candidate pronouncements and the number of naughty candidate pronounce- 
ments. Given these two numbers, we can use O(log n) calls to the following NP 
language L3, with the numbers being used as the last two components, to find the 
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index k’ of the candidate pronouncement dkS (the first index if the pronouncement 
appears multiple times) that is the correct pronouncement of P?,(x). L, consists of 
all words of the form x#d,#d*# . . . #d,#name# NiceCount# NaughtyCount such 
that the following procedure accepts: 
(1) We’ll say that a dk is provably nice if its “yes”s (viewed as the queries dictated 
by the pronouncements for the run of Pi.‘(x)) are all indeed provably (by guessing 
certificates) in L( Nj). Guess NiceCount dk’s that are provably nice for x. 
(2) We’ll say that a dk is provably naughty if it has at least one “no” that in fact 
is provably (by guessing a certificate) in L(N,). Guess NaughtyCount dk’s that are 
provably naughty for x. 
(3) All paths that fail to successfully guess such provably naughty and nice 
structures reject; then the paths (if any) that correctly guess these structures assume 
that all dk’s other than the NiceCount ones guessed are not nice and that all the 
dk’s other than the NaughtyCount ones guessed are not naughty. 
(4) Notice which dk, within our current assumptions, are both nice and not naughty 
(and thus - if our assumption is correct, as it will be if NaughtyCount and NiceCount 
are the true census functions of the naughty and nice strings-have all their yes 
answers and all their no answers correct). 
(5) If any such dk has k s name, then accept. 
The binary search on L, described above yields the correct pronouncement dkf. 
It is easy to use this pronouncement along with Pi and x to determine -by running 
P!“(x) using dk, as the oracle answers-whether x is in our language L. We’ve 
given a O,P procedure for L; thus O,P = Al under our assumptions. 0 
The double census function used in the above proof is not superfluous. An attempt 
to binary search over a single language with words of the form “d,# . . . #d,#c 
where at least c of the di’s are completely correct” would face the difficulty that 
this is not an NP language (rather, it is in general C,P). 
Note that Corollary 2.6 completely characterizes the collapse of two Eanguage 
classes. It is well-known that the corresponding two function classes collapse if and 
only if P = NP [ 151, and recent work of Selman [27] studies the relationship between 
these two corresponding function classes and the intermediate class of functions 
computable via polynomial-time truth-table reductions to NP sets. 
PP, probabilistic polynomial time, is the two-sided error class introduced by Gill 
[7]. Since 0,” s PP [3,23], our Kolmogorov characterization of the “0,” versus Al” 
question yields: 
Proposition 2.7. If each Al language is accepted by some Ai machine with Kolmogorov 
simple pronouncements, then A! E PP. 
We briefly note that similar results can be proven for many classes, using the 
techniques of this paper. For unique polynomial time, UP [25,9], the class of 
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languages accepted by categorical machines (nondeterministic polynomial-time Tur- 
ing machines that on no input have more than one accepting path), the following 
is an immediate analog of Adleman’s “P versus NP” results (Theorem 2.1) (one 
can also state a similar result for the class FewP defined in [2], see also [5]): P= UP 
if and only if every categorical machine has Kolmogorov simple certificates relative 
to its input; that is, P= UP if and only if 
(for ail categorical) Ni (3~) (Vx accepted by rUi) 
[Certificates,,(x)nK[clogn, n’Ix]#@]. 
Using the tree-pruning divide and conquer technique of this paper, one can prove 
versions of our results that apply to many other classes. In general, the technique 
is suitable for application to classes V that have the properties that: 
l If A E V and p is a polynomial, then {(n, w, , . . . , w,J ( n E N and k s p(n) and 
(Vi: 1 si~k)[lw~l~p(n)] and (Vi: l~i~k)[w,~Al}~%. 
l If A E ‘t: and p is a polynomial, then {(n, wl,. . . , wk) 1 n E N and k s p(n) and 
(Vi: lCiGk)[(wi(Sp(n)] and (3i: IG~s~)[~,EA]}E%. 
In particular, we state analogs of Theorem 2.5 for the exponential hierarchy [ 10,121 
and for the polynomial hierarchy. It is natural to study pronouncements of classes 
beyond A$‘. Note that we assume, as we have throughout the paper, that the base 
machines are from a nice, clocked enumeration that runs exactly in the clock bound; 
for example, the E machines in Theorem 2.8 are from an enumeration {Ei} where 
E, runs for exactly 2’lX’ steps on input x, and the A[ machines of Theorem 2.12 have 
P base machines that each, for some c, run in exactly IxJc+ c steps. The relation 
between E = NE and E = ENP has been studied (see [13]) by Sewelson, Allender 
and Watanabe, and Impagliazzo and Tardos, and shown to be deeply connected to 
Kolmogorov complexity. 
Theorem 2.8. A language L is in E NP[o(n)l if and only if L is accepted by an ENP 
machine MN such that, for some c, M’s pronouncements are in K[ c log n, nc Ix]. 
Corollary 2.9. ENPto(“)’ = ENP if and only if (VLeENP)(3c)(3ENP machine MN) 
[M’s pronouncements are in K [c log n, nc 1 xl]. 
Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.9 generalize to higher levels of the exponential 
hierarchy. Introducing 0 levels of the exponential hierarchy, naturally, we obtain 
the following definition. 
Definition 2.10. 0 E+, dsf EZ~to(“)‘. 
Theorem 2.11. A language L is in 0,” if and only if L is accepted by an A: machine 
MN such that, for some c, M’s pronouncements are in K[ c log n, n’ Ix]. 
We’ll say that a Ak+, machine Pyj (where Pi is a deterministic polynomial time 
transducer and iV, is a Xi alternating Turing machine) has Kolmogorov simple 
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(3c)(Vx) [Pronouncement,;Y,(x)~ K[c log n, n’lx]]. 
Theorem 2.12. A language L is in Okp+, (= PZ~r’ogl ) if and only if L is accepted by 
some Ai+, machine with Kolmogorov simple pronouncements. 
Corollary 2.13. O[+, = A,P+1 if and only if each A:,, language is accepted by some 
AL,, machine with Kolmogorov simple pronouncements. 
Thus, this paper has completely characterized the Okp levels of the polynomial 
hierarchy in terms of Kolmogorov complexity, and from this concluded that Kol- 
mogorov complexity completely characterizes questions of complexity class collapse 
such as O$’ I Al. Intuitively put, the question of separating the O,P and A: levels 
of the polynomial hierarchy is equivalent to the question whether A[ machines can 
manufacture computational objects that are Kolmogorov-far from their input. 
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